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Abstract
The basis of this paper is the observation that for several proof systems for propositional
formulas in conjunctive normal form there are families of hard examples for which the shortest
proof requires superpolynomially many steps. We will show that { under the assumption NP 6=
coNP { it is impossible to transform formulas into a logically equivalent formula by adding
polynomially many clauses such that it can be decided in polynomial time whether a clause is
a consequence of the enlarged formula. This result especially holds for resolution, i.e. for all
polynomials p and q there exists a formula 2CNF , such that for each equivalent formula
	2CNF with j	j6q(jj) there is a clause  with  j=  for which the shortest resolution
proof 	 jRES  requires more than p(jj + jj) resolution steps. ? 1999 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
Keywords: Propositional formulas; Proof system; Resolution; Consequence problem; Optimiza-
tion; Shortest proof
1. Introduction
The complexity of propositional proofs gained increasing interest during the last
years. For an introduction into this research eld see [8,10]. Our paper is motivated by
the following observation. Let  be a formula in conjunctive normal form, for which
we want to decide whether  j=  holds for arbitrary clauses . This consequence
problem is quite simple for some formulas , e.g. short inconsistent formulas like
= x ^@ x. For other formulas and specic decision procedures it is a hard problem.
It was shown in [5] that resolution refutations of the so called pigeonhole formulas
n (n + 1 pigeons, n holes) require superpolynomially many resolution steps. Stated
as a consequence problem, a refutation is the question whether the empty clause t is
implied by n.
The question is whether the hardness of this problem depends on what is described
by the formula or whether it depends on the given representation of the formula.
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Obviously, if a formula already contains all clauses that are consequences and minimal
with respect to the number of literals in the clause, the consequence problem is easy
to solve. However, the size of such a formula often is exponential in the size of a
minimal (in size) logically equivalent representation of this formula. Therefore, given
a decision procedure for the consequence problem, we ask, whether there exist for
any formula  an equivalent formula 	 with polynomially restricted length (in jj)
for which 	 j=  can be decided eciently for arbitrary clauses . If existent, such
a formula 	 with eciently decidable consequence problem is called an optimized
version of  or an optimized formula, whereas  is called optimizable. Computing
an optimized version of a formula can be seen as a preprocessing step prior to the
decision procedure. Especially, the optimized formula is independent of the clauses .
It should be noticed that there is no time limit for this preprocessing step; it may be
a very time consuming procedure.
Another approach is to perform such an optimization of a given formula  while
the decision procedure works. For tableau-oriented decision procedures, e.g. for model
elimination so called lemmata representing (suciently complex) subproofs are added
to the formula [4,7]. The reuse of these subproofs reduces the proof size essentially if
similar consequences have to be decided afterwards. Lemmata are consequences of the
starting formula and their addition has to be controlled in order to restrict the size of
the resulting formula. So, processing a sequence of queries 1; 2; 3; : : : for a formula
 can be divided into a training period 1; : : : ; n where lemmata are generated and
replaced by better lemmata until the allowed number is exhausted, and into a working
period n+1; : : : where no new lemmata can be introduced. If we assume that during
the working period no better lemma will be found, we have an optimized version of
 at the end of the training period.
In this paper we consider the approach of optimizing formulas in a preprocessing
step. We allow to add polynomially many consequence clauses to the original formula,
such that the resulting formula and the initial formula are logically equivalent. In case
of using resolution for deriving consequences directly, we will show that there are for-
mulas, for which such equivalent formula with polynomially restricted length and poly-
nomially sized proofs do not exist. The main fact in the proof is that for a formula 
and clauses ’ and  with ^’ j=  the question CONS()^’ j=  can be answered in
polynomial time using resolution, where CONS() denotes the set of all nontautologi-
cal consequences of . Using this basic step, a polynomial refutation of the original for-
mula can be constructed from a polynomial refutation of the original formula and of its
subformulas. Since the pigeonhole formulas are known to be a family of hard examples
for resolution, it is not possible to give optimized versions of these formulas.
The result is also valid for other proof procedures deciding the consequence problem,
for which families of hard examples are known. Under the assumption NP 6= coNP
the result holds for all decision procedures. In case of resolution this result improves
a lower bound on the number of clauses that have to be added for optimization which
was established in [6].
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2. Notation and resolution
We use the following notation. A literal is a negated or nonnegated propositional
variable, a clause is a disjunction of literals and a formula in conjunctive normal form
is a conjunction of clauses. The length of a formula  is the number of occurrences
of literals and is denoted by jj: var() is the set of variables in . CNF is the set
of propositional formulas in conjunctive normal form. For simplicity we look upon
formulas in CNF as sets of sets of literals. A formula  is a consequence of a formula
 if each truth assignment satisfying  satises  as well. We also use the term 
implies  and write  j=  in this case. Two formulas  and  are equivalent (  )
if and only if  j=  and  j= .
For two clauses ’1 and ’2 with complementary literals x2’1 and @ x2’2, the
clause =(’1nfxg)[(’2nf@ xg) is the result of applying the resolution rule to ’1; ’2
with x;  is called the resolvent and ’1; ’2 the parent clauses. Such a resolution step
is denoted by ’1; ’2 jRES  and  jRES  describes that the clause  can be derived
by a (possibly empty) sequence of resolution steps from . A resolution derivation
of a clause  from  is a sequence 1; : : : ; k of clauses where each clause i is
either a clause of  or a resolvent of clauses j1 ; j2 with j1; j2<i and k = : k is
the length of the derivation. If  has a resolution derivation of length k, we write
 j kRES .
It is well-known that unrestricted resolution is complete with respect to inconsistency,
i.e. if  is not satisable, then there exists a resolution derivation of the empty clause
t. But there exist satisable formulas  and clauses  for which  j=  and  j RES


hold. For example, the clause A _ B cannot be derived from the unit clauses A and B
by means of resolution.
For satisable formulas  and a nontautological clause  there are two ways of
giving a proof of  j=  using resolution. One has to show that there is a subclause
0  with  jRES 0 or alternatively, that the empty clause is derivable from  and the
negated clause @. With respect to the minimal length of resolution proofs there is no
essential dierence between the two approaches. If  j kRES 0 and 0 , then obviously
^@ jk+j0jRES t. For ^@ j kRESt we can rearrange the resolution refutation, such that
unit-resolution steps are applied only at the end of the refutation [1]. Thus, we have
 j kRES 0 for some 0 .
In order to simplify the following proofs, we introduce an extension of
resolution.
Denition 1. For an arbitrary literal l and a clause  the so called literal addition rule
(L-rule) generates the clause (_ l). The calculus consisting of the resolution rule and
the L-rule is called L-resolution or L-RES.
Obviously, L-RES is correct ( jL-RES implies  j= ) and complete with re-
spect to nontautological clauses, i.e. for nontautological  it holds that  j=  implies
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 jL-RES . 1 The concept of derivation is extended analogously. A clause in a derivation
also can be the result of applying the L-rule to a previous clause. The calculus L-RES
has the advantage that all nontautological clauses which are consequences can be de-
rived directly. Using RES we would always have to talk about appropriate subclauses
that can be derived.
L-RES proofs can be essentially shorter than resolution proofs. For example, let
 = f’1; : : : ; ’rg be some inconsistent formula with superpolynomial resolution proof
length and let b be a new variable. Then we have b=fb; b_’1; : : : ; b_’rg j= b_l for
each literal l occurring in . Since  is inconsistent, there is a resolution derivation
of the empty clause. Let x be the variable resolved upon in the last step. Then there
exists no derivation of x with polynomially bounded length or no derivation of @ x
with polynomially bounded length, since  is a formula with superpolynomial resolu-
tion proof length. Hence, there exists some literal l for which a resolution derivation
b jRES b _ l requires superpolynomially many resolution steps, whereas b _ l can be
generated by the L-rule applied to b in one step. The next lemma shows that for min-
imal implied clauses (prime implicants) L-RES proofs are not shorter than resolution
proofs.
Lemma 2. For all formulas 2CNF and for all clauses  such that  derives  by
resolution plus L-rule in k steps; there is a clause 0  such that  derives 0 by
resolution alone in k steps.
Proof. By induction on the derivation length k we show:
If there is a L-RES derivation 1; : : : ; k from  with k = ; then there
exists a resolution derivation 01; : : : ; 
0
k from  with 
0
i  i for 16i6k
For k = 1 this proposition obviously holds since 1 has to be a clause of . For
k>1 suppose we have a L-RES derivation 1; : : : ; k from , where k =  and each
clause i is obtained by resolution applied to two clauses j1 ; j2 with j1; j2<i or by
an application of the L-rule to a clause j with j<i. By induction hypothesis we have
a derivation 01; : : : ; 
0
k−1 with 
0
i  i for 16i6k − 1.
If k is a clause of  we choose 0k = k . If k is the result of applying the L-rule
to a clause j with j<k we choose 0k = 
0
j. In fact we do the same step again that
allowed us to put 0j in the derivation. If k is the result of applying a resolution
step to j1 ; j2 with j1; j2<k, we distinguish two cases. If 
0
j1 ; 
0
j2 contain the literals
resolved upon, the resolution step can be performed analogously and we choose 0k as
the resolvant of this step. Otherwise, 0j1 or 
0
j2 must be a subclause of k , since 
0
j1 ; 
0
j2
are subclauses of j1 ; j2 respectively. So we choose 
0
k = 
0
j1 , if 
0
j1  k , and 0k = 0j2
otherwise.
1 If  j= , there exists a subclause 0   for which  jRES 0 holds. The missing literals can be introduced
by means of the L-rule.
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The resulting sequence 01; : : : ; 
0
k is a resolution derivation and it suces 
0
i  i
for i = 1; : : : ; k. Due to the construction of 01; : : : ; 
0
k some superuous elements are
contained in the derivation in order to represent applications of the L-rule. Omitting
all double occurrences of clauses in 01; : : : ; 
0
k (Always delete the latter occurrences
and cut o after the rst occurrence of 0k !) leads to a resolution derivation of 
0
k that
might be even shorter than the L-RES derivation. This implies the above lemma.
Obviously, it follows that the shortest L-RES refutations are not shorter than reso-
lution refutations.
Corollary 3. Any formula 2 CNF that can be refuted by resolution plus L-rule in
k steps; can be refuted by resolution alone in k steps.
As another immediate consequence we obtain for the pigeonhole formulas n analo-
gously to Haken’s result [5] a superpolynomial minimal L-RES refutation length. The
pigeonhole formula Pn with n+ 1 pigeons and n holes is dened as follows:
Pn =
^
16j6n+1
(x1; j _    _ xn; j) ^
^
16i6n
^
16k<j6n+1
(@ xi; k _@ xi; j)
and describes an injective mapping of n+ 1 objects to n objects.
Corollary 4. There is a constant c>1 and an index nc such that for all n>nc any
L-RES refutation of Pn contains at least c
n clauses.
Let  be a formula in CNF. The set of nontautological clauses which are conse-
quences of  is dened by
CONS():=f nontautological clause j var() var();  j= g
including the empty clause, if the formula  is inconsistent. Later on we will make
use of the following lemma.
Lemma 5. Let ’ be a clause and let  be a formula in CNF. For each nontauto-
logical clause  we have
 ^ ’ j=  ) CONS() ^ ’ jj’j+jjL-RES :
Proof. Let var( ^ ’) = fx1; : : : ; xng and let = 1 _ 2 be a clause with  ^ ’ j= ,
where var(1)fx1; : : : ; xng and var(2) \ fx1; : : : ; xng = ;. W.l.o.g. we can assume
’= (x1 _    _ xr) for some r6n.
If 1 is the empty clause, then  ^ ’ must be inconsistent. If  is inconsistent,
then t2CONS(). If  is satisable, then @ xi 2CONS() for i=1; : : : ; r. Thus, we
obtain in at most j’j resolution steps the empty clause from CONS() ^ ’. Finally,
we have to add by means of the L-rule the literals occurring in 2.
If 1 is not the empty clause, then we have  ^ ’ j=  )  j= (@’) _  )  j=
@ xj_ for 16j6r. If @ xj_1 is a nontautological clause, then @ xj_1 must be a
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clause in CONS(). If @ xj _1 is a tautological clause, xj occurs in ’ and 1. Now,
we resolve ’= (x1 _    _ xr) with the nontautological clauses @ xj _ 1 for 16j6r.
If there is at least one nontautological clause, we obtain in at most r resolution steps
the clause 1. Otherwise, ’ is a subclause of 1 and we obtain 1 by at most j1j
applications of the L-rule. Finally, we apply the L-rule to 1 generating in at most j2j
steps the desired clause .
3. Proof systems
A proof system for CNF is meant to be a nondeterministic procedure which accepts
precisely a formula 2 CNF and a nontautological clause , if  j= , i.e. on the
input of a formula  and a clause  a calculation is carried out which has the result
\accepted" if, and only if,  j= . We require that every step in the method be fair,
i.e. it can be carried out in polynomial time.
So, a proof system R for CNF is a nondeterministic procedure for deciding the
coNP problem
f(; ) j2CNF;  clause;  j= g:
In this sense calculi and algorithms like, e.g. Davis{Putnam algorithms, Cutting Plane
calculus, Hilbert calculus, and L-RES, which solve the problem of consequence, are
(given minor extensions or transformations) proof systems for CNF. In the following,
for a proof system R we often write  jk
R
, if there exists an accepting computation
with at most k steps, i.e. a proof of  j=  of size k.
In the literature, the denition of proof system introduced in [3] is often used. This
denition takes little account of the procedural aspects of proof generation. The main
idea is testing whether a sequence of symbols is a proof. However, both denitions
are equivalent up to minor transformations.
Since we are dealing with nondeterministic procedures, it seems to be natural claim-
ing that redundant parts do not prolong the computation time massively.
Denition 6. A proof system R is said to be monotone with respect to computation
time (monotone for short) if, and only if, there is a polynomial m such that for all
formulas  and 	, for all clauses  it holds
 jk
R
 )  ^	 jk+m(jj+j	j)
R
:
Obviously, the monotonicity property holds for L-RES. But of course, not all proof
systems are monotone in this sense. Take, for example, a deterministic version of a
Davis{Putnam algorithm. If we have a proof system R deciding  j= , then we can
add a nondeterministic selection procedure to R that selects a subset of the clauses
from , to which we apply R. The resulting proof system R is monotone, since
this selection can be done in polynomial time. Therefore, in the following we want to
restrict ourselves to monotone proof systems.
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This property allows us to combine two monotone proof systems R and S to
a proof system R+S as follows:
 j
R+S if and only if there exist k and 1; : : : ; k ; such that k =  and
for 06j<k it holds  ^ 1 ^    ^ j jRj+1 or  ^ 1 ^    ^ j jSj+1:
Again, R+S is a monotone proof system for CNF.
In the following, we will consider the optimization of the formula representation by
means of equivalence preserving, polynomially bounded clause addition with respect
to deciding consequences using a proof system R.
Denition 7. We say a proof system R for CNF is not e-optimizable if, and only if,
for all polynomials p and q there exists a formula 2 CNF such that for all formulas
	2 CNF with  ^	   and j	j6q(jj)) there is a nontautological clause  with
 j=  and the proof system R requires more than p(jj+ jj) steps for the proof of
 ^	 j= .
For any e-optimizable proof system R, the monotone variant R is also e-optimizable.
On the other hand, if R requires superpolynomially many steps to decide  j= , this
holds for R, too.
Let (n)n2N be a family of inconsistent formulas in CNF. (n)n2N is called a family
of hard examples for R if, and only if, for any polynomial p there exists some n,
such that R requires for the refutation of n (i.e. for the decision n j= t) more
than p(jnj) steps. By virtue of the assumption NP 6= coNP (commonly believed, but
still unproven), for any proof system R for CNF there must exist a family of hard
formulas.
Theorem 8. Let R be a proof system for CNF. If there exists a family of hard
formulas (n)n2N for the monotone proof system R + L-RES; then R is not e-
optimizable.
Proof. The main idea of the proof is to enlarge the monotone variant of R by L-RES
and to show that R + L-RES is not e-optimizable using these hard examples and
Lemma 5. Since minimal proofs in R are not longer than in R+ L−RES, R and
therefore R cannot be e-optimizable.
Let (n)n2N be a family of hard examples for R + L-RES. We assume that there
exist polynomials p and q such that for any  in CNF, especially for any formulas
n and any subformulas of n there exists a formula 	2 CNF with j	j6q(jj) and
the property that for any nontautological clause  with  j=  it holds
 ^	jp(jj+jj)
R+L-RES :
Let m be the polynomial giving the monotonicity property of R+ L-RES. W.l.o.g.
we assume that p; q, and m are strictly increasing polynomials.
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Let n = ’n;1 ^    ^ ’n;rn be one of the hard formulas for R+ L-RES. Let tn
be the conjunction of the rst t clauses tn:=’n;1 ^    ^ ’n;t . Further, let 	tn be the
associated formula to tn. Then we have j	tnj6q(jtnj) and tn ^	tn  tn.
Since t+1n j=  for any  2	t+1n and t+1n = tn ^ ’n;t+1, by Lemma 5 we obtain
CONS(tn) ^ ’n; t+1 jj’n;t+1j+j jL-RES  for all  2	t+1n and 16t<rn:
Let %1; : : : ; %s 2CONS(tn) be the clauses used in the derivation of  . Then s is
less than or equal to j’n;t+1j + j j and by our assumption there exists a proof of
tn ^ 	tn j= %i in R+ L-RES with at most p(jtnj + j%ij) steps. Further, we have
j%ij6jvar(tn)j6jvar(n)j. Hence, in R+ L-RES there is a derivation t+1n ^ 	tn
j
R+L-RES	
t+1
n in steps
X
 2	t+1n
(j’n;t+1j+ j j)p(jtnj+ jvar(n)j)
6q(jt+1n j)2jvar(n)jp(jtnj+ jvar(n)j)
using the fact that the number of clauses of 	t+1n is bounded from above by j	t+1n j and
therefore by q(jt+1n j) and that the length of ’n;t+1 and each  is less than jvar(n)j.
1n consists of the clause ’n;1 only. Therefore, we can assume that 	
1
n is empty.
Now we construct a refutation of n as follows:
For 16t<rn we have tn ^ ’n;t+1 ^    ^ ’n;rn ^	tn jR+L-RES	t+1n in steps
[q(jt+1n j)2jvar(n)jp(jtnj+ jvar(n)j)] + m(jtn ^ ’n;t+1 ^    ^ ’n;rn ^	tnj)
6[q(jt+1n j)2jvar(n)jp(jtnj+ jvar(n)j)] + m(jnj+ q(jtnj))
using the monotonicity of R+ L-RES. By our assumption of e-optimizability of
R+ L-RES we have rnn ^	rnn jR+L-RESt in at most p(jnj) steps. Please, note that
rnn =n. Altogether we have a refutation n jR+L-RESt where the number of steps is
bounded by
p(jnj) +
X
16t6rn
[q(jt+1n j)2jvar(n)jp(jtnj+ jvar(n)j)] + m(jnj+ q(jtnj)):
Since rn6jnj; jt+1n j6jnj, and jvar(n)j6jnj, there exists a polynomial p0,
such that n can be refuted in at most p0(jnj) steps by means of the proof system
R+ L-RES. This contradicts our assumption that (n)n2N is a family of hard for-
mulas for R+ L-RES.
Theorem 8 does not depend on the assumption NP 6= coNP. Whenever a family of
hard formulas is known for a monotone proof system R in combination with L-RES,
this proof system is not e-optimizable. As a special case we choose L-RES for the
proof system R.
Corollary 9. The proof systems L-RES and RES for CNF are not e-optimizable.
Proof. According to Corollary 4, the pigeonhole formulas (Pn )n2N are a family of
hard formulas for L-RES. If L-RES were e-optimizable, the e-optimization of the
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formulas (Pn )
t would lead to a polynomial size L-RES refutation analogously to the
proof of Theorem 8.
Since resolution proofs without the L-rule are not shorter than proofs using the L-rule
(see Corollary 3) we can conclude that Corollary 9 remains valid if we replace L-RES
by the unrestricted resolution RES.
Assuming NP 6= coNP, for any proof system R and hence for R+ L-RES too, there
exist families of hard formulas.
Corollary 10. Let R be a proof system for CNF. If NP 6= coNP; then R is not
e-optimizable.
Otherwise, if NP = coNP, the problem f(; )j2 CNF,  clause,  j= g can
be decided by a nondeterministic algorithm R in polynomial time. Hence, this proof
system R is e-optimizable. We even do not have to add clauses to .
Corollary 11. NP 6= coNP if; and only if; any proof system for CNF is not
e-optimizable.
4. Conclusion
We have seen that resolution is not e-optimizable. But even in those cases where
polynomially sized proofs exist, there is still the problem of eciently searching for
such a proof with a deterministic algorithm [8].
A well-known approach to reduce the length of proofs in the context of resolution
is extended resolution [9]. In this calculus a extension rule allows the introduction of
new variables as abbreviations for disjunctions of two literals. For example, let L1 and
L2 be two literals of the formula. Then we can add the proposition x $ (L1 _ L2) in
conjunctive normal form to the formula where x is a new variable. The initial formula
is satisable if and only if the resulting formula is satisable. In [2] it has been shown
that the pigeonhole formulas can be refuted in polynomial time by means of extended
resolution. Since no families of hard examples are known for extended resolution,
Theorem 8 cannot be applied directly, but according to Corollary 10 extended resolution
is not e-optimizable if NP 6= coNP.
The negative results on e-optimizable calculi let us suggest that asking for equiv-
alent formulas might be too restrictive. One can observe that, for example, the use
of auxiliary variables can reduce the length of formulas essentially such that in a
compact format more clauses can be added to the formula. For example, the formulaV
16i; j6n(ai _ bj) is in a certain sense equivalent to
V
16i6n((ai _ x) ^ (@ x _ bi))
where x is a new variable. The rst formula is quadratic in the size of the second. if
we ask for derivability a clause with variables in fa1; : : : ; an; b1; : : : ; bng then it can be
derived either from both formulas or from none. But this concept of equivalence even
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in combination with extended resolution does not seem to lead to a positive result on
optimization.
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